At Mueller, we provide manufacturing solutions for complex building projects. Our team of expert engineers can design multi-functional facilities - such as churches, schools, manufacturing and commercial businesses - that require strict adherence to pre-determined plans and specifications. These larger, more complex projects might include buildings that:

- Have a clear span of up to 150'
- Require cranes
- Incorporate a mezzanine in the design
- Include multiple, interconnected structures
Components Manufactured by Mueller

Mueller Panel Benefits:
- Up to a 30-Year Limited Paint Warranty
- Hall Resistant - Underwriters Laboratories Class 4 Rating
- Wind and Fire Resistant
- Commercial Grade Steel

Refer to Mueller color chart for panel color availability
Contractor Support

- **Contractor Referral Program** - Become a Mueller preferred independent contractor
- **In-House Engineering** - Engineered to project specifications
- **Site Visit Service** - Inspection and measurement service for residential metal roofing (NOTE: Not available in all areas.)
- **On-Site Delivery** - Convenient delivery and fork lift unloading
- **After-Sale Support** - Assistance and ongoing support after the sale